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INTERACT IN RISKY OCCUPATIONS AP'.ONG SUBJECTS KITH 

HIGH ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION-- 

O OO 
<£<C 

by 

David C. McClelland 

Wesleyan University 

Since subjects with high n Achievement 'try definition think a good deal 

about doing things well (6., p„ Ilf) and by empirical finding do perform better 

and learn faster under certain conditions (6, p->231), it would be logical to as¬ 

sume that as a group in society they would tend to innovate, to keep things mov¬ 

ing, in short to play the role of entrepreneurs. More specifically, some evi¬ 

dence has been presented elsewhere ( 5) which suggests a link between high n A- 

shievement and the growth of business enterprise in the Vest, particularly in 

those circles strongly influenced by the Protestant Ethic, The case for such 

a relationship is, however, still rather indirect. A connection has been demon¬ 

strated between Protestantism and economic development and also between Protest¬ 

antism, early independence training, and high n Achievement. The link between 

high n Achievement and economic development remains to be established. A natur¬ 

al hypothesis would be that high n Achievement somehow predisposes individuals 

to enter certain entrepreneurial occupations which are essential to economic de¬ 

velopment, at least in an open society. An alternative hypothesis would be that 

* I am indebted to the Office of Naval Research and to the Ford Foundation for 
financial aid in support of this research and to Dr, Hans-V'emer Vendt, Messrs, 
S.T.H, Amdur, Elliot Aronson, Joseph Sturr, and Edward Parmee for assistance in 

collecting and analyzing the data. 



higfi n Achievement predispões individuals to do veil at -ill oocuoations and 

that it tends to produce economic developawnt because it .eads more individuals 

io be jjciod entrepreneurs, just as it also leads more to be good artists, poets, 

or lawyers. 

One rather simple raeV ■,! of attackinr this rrcbl ;; • iri-ally is to tabu¬ 

late the occupational pro:-enees of subjects ,1th hi.ji , :.0v n Achievement, 

fne question is whetr.ev the ’'highs" would prefer ill al vement-related occu- 

pations more than the "lows ' or just a limited number tec’ cpecificaliy to 

business enterprise. ?or uven relaticnships to be of ,.. „tanne, if discovered, 

occupational preference must determine to nene extent v a. .r.ccunation , person 

actuallj' chooses, and furthermore, preference must some' , no related to excel 

l-mce of performance in the occupation once entered, but both of these arsump- 

tuons seem to be somewhat supported by research on wca .i.mal interest tests (?), 

and, m any case, tney car. be checked directly once the nfiuence if n Achiove- 

ment on occupational preferences has been discovered. 

As reported elsewhere (5), a rrelir.triary check of jikos and dislikes 

oubjec.s -.,j 11 ligh and low n Ac.iievenent for the /ar m,u occupations listed as 

the first hundred it®-, it: the Strong Vocational interest "Lark revealed that t ,e 

"highs" preferred eignificanUy lore than the "lows" the following occupations: 

: íitXía.9 ™rH;wli£i taananer. buyer of tnercóandice. real estate 

_s;aesnten, and façtorj; mna^er. These results lend support to the hypothesis that 

trere if a connection between high n Achievement and interest n business eriter- 

?'r5e, 0Ut thGy are na5!’dl3r definitive. In the first place the-/ represent about 

the number of significant differences that one would have expected by cnance in 

making IOC tests, and in the second, they do not shed any very precise light on 

just whet characteristics of which occupations lead subjects with high n Achieve- 
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nient to prefsr them. It is the purpose of the present report to extend the study 

of occupational preferences to other widely diverse groups and to subject the 

preferences to the kind of analytical treatment which may reveal why they exist 

in the first pla.ee. 

Procedure 

Hie freqiency of ''Like'1, "Indifferent", and "Dislike" responses to various 

items on the Strong Vocational Interest Blank was tallied for groups of sub¬ 

jects with high and low n Achievement scores obtained in the standard manner from 

content analysis of stories written to various slides (6). The "high" and "low" 

groups were made up of subjects in the top and bottom 20¾ of the n Achievement 

score distribution for three groups of entering Vesleyan freshmen tested, and 

the top and bottom 50¾ of the scores in the other three groups tested. It was 

necessary to shift to 50¾ in the other groups in order to get a large enough num¬ 

ber of subjects to provide stable preferences for the groups. Kean favorablene »s 

scores were computed for each item for the high and low groups separately, by as¬ 

signing 2 for an answer of "Like", 1 for an answer of "Indifferent", and 0 for an 

ansxver of "Dislike". The difference between the mean favorableness scores of 

the "highs" and the "lows" was then computed and used in the subsequent analysis. 

If it was positive, it meant that the "highs" had a higher mean favorableness 

score than the "lows", and if negative, the reverse. These "difference scores" 

are small in absolute size since the range of favorableness scores is only 0-2 

and the means fall well within that range, but the differences are stable since 

fairly large numbers of cases go into establishing the means on which they are 

based, (See Table 1.) 

Itana were chosen for analysis in three different ways. (1) Those items 



which were preferred sigiificantly tnore often by the "highs" tna.n the 'lovs" 

in the origina'1 exploratory analysis of all ICO occupational titles listec. in 

the first section of the Strong 81ank were selected out for further cross-vali¬ 

dation. A somewhat different criterion was ultimately adopted for selecting 

those items than was used in the preliminary report of the results of this ex¬ 

periment (5). The test of significance used was a Chi-square based on the dif¬ 

ferences in the frequencies of the "high" and "low1, groups in choosing the L 1 1' 

alternatives to the item. A significant Chi-square could be obtained because 

of differences that were concentrated heavily in any one of these alternatives « 

In the original report of the results those Chi-squares whose significance de¬ 

pended heavily on differences in the "Indifferent" category were eliminated and 

subsequently it was decided to eliminate also those whose significance depended 

largely on the differences in the "Dislike" category. Thus, finally all ".hese 

items were included which the "highs" definitely liked more (Chi-square as or 

near .05), when the "I" and "D" responses were lumped together so as to make a 

2x2 table. This eliminated cases in which the siae of the Chi-square depended 

largely on greater indifference or less dislike among the "highs". By this cri¬ 

terion two occupations previously listed dropped out, c,g,, office manager and 

sales manager, and a new one, advertiser (X? ~ 3»88) met the criterion, four 

cf the original six—stockbroker* 8,23). real estate salesman (X? » 3.98), 

factory manager CX2 = 3.74), and buyer of merchandise (X? « 374) were retained. 

These items will be referred to as the "entrepreneurial role" items for rsasons 

that, vill be made clear later. 

(2) Analysis of the role of the entrepreneur in society suggested that he 

was interested in or challenged by risk-taking enterprises or occupations. It 

was therefore decided to have 2C co1lege student judges sort some 67 widely dif- 
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fering occupations, the names of which were typed on cards, into either a "risky" 

or "non-risky" category. The instructions explained that by "risk" was meant 

not simple luck (as in the Irish Sweepstakes), but "the extent to which the suc¬ 

cess or failure of the enterprise depends on the skill of the person who is tak¬ 

ing the risk". They were further asked to disregard whether they personally 

would like the occupation or not but were simply to judge objectively the extent 

to which it involved risk in the sense meant here. After they had finished, they 

were asked to go back and further sort the occupations they had placed in the 

risky category into "1) those involving nainiy physical risk, 2) those involv¬ 

ing mainly financial risk, and 3) those involving clearly some kind o? recog- 

nized risk that does not fit into either the physical or the financial risk cate¬ 

gories." As a result of this analysis 11 occupations were found which were judged 

by a significant number of the judges (at least 15 out of 20) to be risky, 3 of 

which they classified in the physical risk category, 5 in the financial risk 

category, and the remaining 3 in the "other" category which we labeled "ego-risk" 

(see Table 1). Furthermore, a number of occupations were discovered which were 

judged by the same criterion to be non-risky, safe, or secure. Unfortunately 

most of these had much lower mean favorableness scores than the risky items had, 

and since it was subsequently discovered that general favorableness toward the 

item markedly influenced the results, only the three items in this group with 

the highest mean favorableness scores were included in the fina1 analysis. They 

are athletic director, clergyman, and Interpreter (see Table 1)„ 

(3) It became apparent in the course of the analysis that a group of'con- 

trol" items was needed. Originally it had b^en thought that there should be no 

difference in favorabler.es? of the high and low n Achievement groups for a ran¬ 

dom selection of occupations and that, therefore, any mean differences obtained 

for a giver group of items could be tested for the significance of its deviation 
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from zero. However, a slight though insigrifleant tendency for the high n A- 

chieverawit group to like all items more appeared ir the data and it became 

necessary to form a group of control items against which the "risky" and "entre¬ 

preneurial role" items most liked could be compared Hie final group of five 

items chosen (see Table 1) included the three "secure" occupations obtained in 

judging whicn occupations students considered risk} an; two items (lawyer and 

poet) which were preferred more by the subjects with lew Achievement ir. the 

original exploratory study. Two further criteria were u* »d in selecting these 

items and excluding certain others* namely, they lad to be roughly equivalent 

in popularity to the "risky'" and "entrepreneurial" occup? rions and they ha.d to 

be unrelated in any obvious way to business or science or any . 'Ax*:- such occu¬ 

pations which have bear theoretically connected vdth economic development, s.nd 

the Protestant Ethic (4, 6)- 

Six groups of subjects were touted. Groups 1, 2, ard 3 were three classes 

of Vesleyan freshmen who took both the Strong Vocational Interest Pest ard the 

r Achievement test at entrance in September of 1953 , lf 51, and 1955; Group 4 
aged 16-20 

consisted of 86 student^ from an Altsprachliches ard a Heuspraehliches Gym¬ 

nasium in Kainz, Germany, who took both tests in German ; Group 5 consisted of 
Senior 

70 Americaiy students drawn from a college prepárately high school in Utica, New 

York, and a private New Eng],and bey»1 preparatory school; Grouo 6 consisted of 

aged 21-44 
72 life insurance salesmen/attending a school for the Aetna Life Insurance Com¬ 

pany in Hartford, Connecticut. These groups were choscr. for study in a random 

way, largely because data were available on at least seme of the items from each 

of them. Obviously they do not represent a systematic ss.upline of various popu¬ 

lation sub-groups. All the subjects were male and all of at least middle or up¬ 

per class status. Otherwise they varied widely as to age, occupation, and na- 
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UûnaUty. Th« ai»o were tested fer n Achieve»ent in various ways. The mst 

reliable n Achievement, scores „ere obtained for Group 1 on „hich the original 

exploratory study „as done, both because the scoring was checked ani re-checked 

on this group and because each individual's score was based on eight stories 

instead of four as in the other groups. ir Groups ? and 3 the „ Achievement 

scores showed a larger than normal piling up ,¾ the low end of .he scale te- 

eause in Group 2 verbal instead of picture cuss were used and in Group 1 pic. 

tures yielding low percentages of achievement imagery were tried out. Ihe re¬ 

sult in both cases was some loss in sensitivity of the n Achievement score, to 

individual differences. The pictures used for Groups 4 and 5 «arre different 

from the cues used for Groups 1, 2, 3, and also from the pictures used in Group 

6. Strong tests were available for Groups 1, 2, 3, and 6 (for the most pert) 

but only selected items included in a questionnaire for Groups ., and 5. This 

degree of variability is highly undesirable and resulted fron the fact that 

each of the groups were tested with other objectives than those of this study 

in mind. Nevertheless such variability as to method of testing and type of 

subjects can only work to attenuate differences and if any are found, they must 

be regarded as reflecting tendencies important enougn to override such method- 

©logical inadequacies„ 

(Insert Table 1 here or near here,,) 

Results 

Table 1 shows what items were used, how they were classified, and for which 

groups the results on a particular it® were available. It also gives the mean 

favorableness score for each it® for each group of subjects, a matter which 

turned out to be of considerable significance. It had originally been antici¬ 

pated that at least the three Wesleyan groupa would be substantially replications 



Table 1 

Mean Favorableness Scores from Various Groups for 
Items from the Strong Vocational Interest Blank 
Listed by Name and Number. (# items favored 
significantly more by Ss with hi#i n Achieve¬ 
ment in Group 1,) Like = 2, Indifferent = 1, Dislike = 0. 

Subject Group._1_ 
Vesleyan 
Freshmen 
Class «55 

_<_ 
Vesleyan 
Freshmen 
Class «58 

_ 
Vesleyan 
Freshmen 
Class '59 

.....it— 
German 
Hoch¬ 
schule 

_d..._ 
U.S. 

Secondary 
School 

_a_ 
Aetna Life 

Sales 
Trainees 

Total number of subjects 84 90 80 86 70 72 

Control items 
51. Lavyer (criminal) 1<,3? 
71. Poet ,97 
25. Civil Service enw ,6.5 

ployee 
7. Athletic director 1,27 

26. Clergyman .75 
44, Interpreter »95 

1,27 
»65 
.81 

»93 
.84 
,83 

1.45 
1.13 

.90 

1.44 
»58 
.93 

.95 

.69 
»91 

1.43 
.49 

1,62 
1,21 

,97 

Physical risk 
12. Auto racer ,85 
34. Explorer 1.45 
86» Secret service man 1,44 

»91 
1,50 
1,32 

»94 
1.52 
1,47 

,73 
1.59 
1,55 

'Ego" risk 
48. Labor arbitrator .93 
72. Politician I0I5 

83. Scientific research 1,,24 
worker 

,96 
1,09 
1.33 

1,04 
1.33 
1.33 

1.49 
1,29 

.59 

Financial risk 
17. Building contractor ,95 
45. Inventor 1,42 

#18. Buyer of merchandise ,92 
#77. Real estate salesman ,73 
#92. Stockbroker ,84 

1.0C 
1,39 

»92 
,75 
.93 

1.24 
1,53 
1,03 
lc02 
1,13 

.53 
,28 
,39 

,97 
»79 

1,67 

1.48 
1.,22 
1.66 
1,74 
1.64 

Other business occupations 
# 2, Advertiser 1,78 
#35. Factory manager ,93 

1.57 
.88 

1,24 
1,12 

1,05 
1,24 

1.28 
1.13 

1,80 
1.42 

Kean or all items i.Ub l.U!> 1,18 ,7b 1,11 1,38 

Strong’s 
Norms for Her 
in General 

.75 

.64 
o55 

.93 

.57 
,66 

,49 
1.31 

.75 

,72 
,64 

1,19 

1,10 
3,28 
1,07 

,61 
,77 

1,,04 
1,16 
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of each other, but this tui*ned out not to be the case. Group 3 is more favor¬ 

able toward 16 out of 19 itera = 8,89, p/.01) -char eith r Groups 1 or 2. 

Gr0Up 6 ^the salesmen) is the mûî)t favorable of all toward most items and is 

actually higher on 12 cut of 16 items than Group 3 fX? = ¿.00, p ^ ,,05) .The C-er- 

•^ns are least favorable of all. Also, there are large shifts for individual 

rtî-c from one group to another, many of which are beyond the .25 to ,30 values 

usually significant at the 5 levai in this Table. No group can be considered 

a replication of any other s far as favorableness is concerned except possibly 

Groups 1 and 2, 

To handle this problem in a crude way, it was decided to classify the re¬ 

sults into two categories: those in which the mean favorableness of the total 

group toward the item was above tie median for the groups tested, and those for 

which it was below the median. For example, for item /-'2, advertiser, the mean 

favorableness scores for Groups 3, 4, and 5 (1.24, 1,05, and 1.28 respectively) 

were all below the median .favorableness toward this item for the six groups on 

which we have data whereas the mean scores for the remaining three groups (1,78, 

1.57, and 1,80) were above the median favorableness for this particular item. 

The only problems arose for the first two control items (lawyer arc. poet) for 

which therewere an odd number of groups. Here it was decided arbitrarily to 

classify Groups 2 and 4 for lawyer and Groups 2, 4, and 5 for poet, as below the 
of cases <*»—• 

median in each case to keep the nurrber/above and below the median for the con¬ 

trol items equal. 

The next step involved computing a mean favorableness score for each item 

for each group for the half of the subjects who were high in n Achievement and 

another One for the other half of the subjects who were low in n Achievement. 

The differences betwe« these two scores represents the extent to which the "hiehs" 
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are ne re favorable toward t!ie itai than tha "lews", 1110 mans cf these dif¬ 

ference scores for types of items and level of ovew-all favorableness are 

presented in Table 2„ Since *;he derivation of the score5 r this Table is 
(Inoe-i't Table 2 here or rear here.', 

a - iotle complicated, it ina/ 0 well to explain in detail ow a particular ore 

was arrived at. For the 6 control items in Table 1 ther re 2( possible com- 

parioors of the nesn fa’-«vabl nosj •■cores of the an ow : Ichoevenert 

if'ovps. Thirteen of these ccipparis-ons are instances in oh the mean favorable- 

ness toward the item are below its median among the. i ron comps red and 13 in 

wr.ich it is above its median. For he 13 instances in w r tac item is rela¬ 

tively unpopular (below its m dian in favorableness), th: veraf-e difference 

between the mean favorable es :: of subjects with high n Ao'-'' evemf-rt and those 

with low r Achievement is ,03a, S.D. = „09. fchat th? Table shovs j.;- phat the 

mean difference score is sign '.ficantly higher for the "financial risk ...terns 

than .for the control items wh :n general favorableness to/ard both types of items 

is low. Contrariwise, the mean difference score is higher for the "ego and phys¬ 

ical risk" items combined than for the comparable control terns, provided the 

general favorableness toward both types of items is high. There is also a sign¬ 

ificant tendency for the "financial risk" items to bo mors favored by the sub¬ 

jects with high n Achievement regardless of the popularity stanning of the items, 

but it is obvious that the popularity factor is of key imp rtance to judge by 

the lact that the subjects wi:h high n Achievement prefer the financial risk 

items nearly significantly more (t - 1086, p (o10) when th y are generally un¬ 

popular than when they are popular. The "mean" difference ; core for the control Items 
does not differ significantly from zero arguing that the ''highs" do not prefer any and all 

As explained above, an empirical method was also used for selecting items’"'! occupa¬ 
tions mere, 

which should be tested for association with n Achievement. It produced the five - 

starred items at the bottom of Table 1 which showed significant Chi-squares be- 



Table 2 

" -e™n<:es ir /iean Favorableness Scores Toward SV ups of luens 
Betweíín rjbjecls with High and Low n Achi'-vertw. CUîsil'Led 
According to V.Tiether the Favorableness Tcwar 1 he H era - s 

Above cr Below the Hedían for the Groups So .ea^er 

Iieaii Moai preference scores of 1!hLg " minus means of "]nn'« 
ror items 

Types of items 

Í aroi'.ibl Ô- 
ness 
t core 

•j Below median in 

¡ favorableness 

LIL^ K 3D 

; Above median 

¡ fa vor a clones diff 
¡ m M 5j 

I 

-L ni o 

! 
For al.. 
itemi! 

N/1 K tn 
Control (C) 

1 
I la 00 1 13 a 03/. „09 13 -,010 „1? 26 .012 ..15 . 

Ego and physi¬ 
cal risk (E) 

j 
i 1 0*1 ; +-o¿.L 
!_ 

12 at ,19 12 »Hl .1: ..126 1,89 

— -- "■»-••j 

24 .377 .17 j 
Financial risk (F}| 1.0Ó 

i 13 ol80 „20 13 ,056 .U .132 1 86 26 ,127 a? 

Diff 2 - C 
! .151 

t i 
2.40« 

Diff F « C j 
,15/. 

.110 
t Í 

1 — 
2 ,u>. 

. 

— 
2 „29« 

^ P <.oC5 

n N is the to tel number of comparisons of items in the C'terorv in 
groups (see Table i)„ c T'eSory ^ different 
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.-wcer the "hi£;hs" anc '‘lows" in Group 1, on which the best n Achievement scores 

■•ere available., Since three of these items were independently judged to in- 

volve financiei risk, the mean difference scores for these five items behaved 

'.•ery much like the financial risk items in Table 2, then the general favorable¬ 

ness toward these five items is low, the mean favorable v';3s of the subjects 

with high n Achievement is „22 higher on the average than the mean favorableness 

of the subjects with low n Achievement, a difference wnich is significantly 

larger than the „034 difference obtained for comparable control items (t = 3,60, 

p<c.Cl)» Wien the general favorableness toward these items is high, the 3 iff er- 

snee drops to „07 which is not significantly larger than for the control iteras,. 

In general this particular’ group of items seems to differ more significantly 

from the control group (..22 - „0.34 - „176, t - 3,60) than the financial risk 

items do (.106 - „034 «154, t - 2„41) largely because the two financial risk 

items omitted (building contractor and inventor) are not favored e.s consistently 

by the high n Achievement group as are either the remaining three "financial risk" 

items or the two additional business occupations selected out by the empirical 

method„ However, it may be objected that the significance of the difference is 

illegitimately increased by including the differences from Group 1 since the 

items were chosen specifically to maximize such differences in that group. It 

is true that a further classification was imposed into popular and. unpopular 

items, but on this basis only one of the five starred items fell into the popular 

category for Group 1. For this reason it was decided to drop cut Group 1, using 

it solely as a method of formulating empirically the hypotheses as to which itens 

should be related to n Achievement in subsequent cross-^alidating tests. Vhen this 

is done, it makes it somewhat difficult to split the five groups evenly into equal 

numbers of "popular" and "unpopular" items but it was done by ranking the items in 



order of popularity and splitting them either between the second and third rank 

or the third and fourth, depending on which of the two differences was larger. 

The resultant difference score in favor of the high n Achievement group for 

the less popular items dropped from „22 to ,.133, a value which is, however, 

still significantly larger than the control value of „034 ( = 1.94, p (.-.03, 

one-tailed test)« As before, the difference in favor of Ue high n Achievement 

group f or the same items when relatively popular is smll ( 16) and insignificant¬ 

ly larger than the comparable on tro', value. 

It is of some interest '¿o note that all five of the ■: tarred or '‘entre¬ 

preneurial role;' items contribute positively to the combinée mean difference 

score. The average amount by which the high n Achievement gpour exceeded in 

favorableness the mean of the low n Achievement grour for each item is as foi- 
(i :: 2„9.)., o ¢.01) 

cows (when general favorableness is low): stockbroker - ; real estate sal es- 

man 
V <*01) (U 2.26, p<.05) (t“l .68, p <,10) (t- 1,,03. 

- »¿44 buyer of nerchañáiss = ,.2/, factory manager « ,1()( and advertise:- « „11/Í 

llie comparable valuer, wnen favorableness is high are: .12. -.003, .03, ,04, ,18, 

. «, properly 
It is unfortunately impossible to test the significan3(/of the mean dif¬ 

ference score for any group of items across groups of subjects because the popu¬ 

larity factor cannot be taken into account. For example, it is of special inter¬ 

est to note whether differences obtained originally on a group of American col¬ 

lege freshmen would als: hold up in another culture for e. group of Cerrar students 

of approximately the same age. As a matter of fact, they do. The mean favorable- 

ness score for the German subjects with high n Achievement toward the five ''entre¬ 

preneurial role" items is ,17 higher than the mean favorableness score of the 

German subjects with low n Achievement (t = 2J2, pC„05), a value which is actu¬ 

ally the second highest in the six groups tested (surpassed only by the initial 

group where the items were chosen to maximize such differences)., Yet the test of 



siffdficancs of this difiéranos is hard to interpret unaoMsuously because the 

German group also is sigrifioantly lower in favorability toward these items 

then the American groups are. In fact, ae might be predicted on the basis of 

the results m Table 2, the rank order correlation is -,77 betwsen the size 

of the mean difference score for the five items for a g coup and the general fa- 

vorablenees toward those items in that group. In othe, «rds, the more favor¬ 

able bhe group as toward the items, the less the "highs' favor the items over 

the "lows". Still if one wants to regard the 1« valuación by the Germans of 

these occupations as typical of their countcy rathe- than as a "low" case from 

a series of such samples as in the U.S., then it would be legitirate to con- 

-lude that in O-rmany (as in the U.S. when popularity Is low) subjects with high 

n Achievement like the "entrepreneurial role" items significantly more than sub- 

jects with low \ Achievenent. 

Another statistic of some interest might be the correlation between an 

individual ’s n achievement score and his combined score on various types of risk 

and non-risk itsms within a given group of subjects. As a matter of fact, such 

correlations were computed by counting the number of "Likes ' the subject had 

marked for all the risk items and subtracting the number of "Likes" he checked 

for tan control items (including the three "secure" occupations in Table 2 and 

seven others also judged secure but liked somewhat less), m the Aetna sales 

group the correlation between n Achievement score and preference for risky oc¬ 

cupations calculated this way was .2?, p<„05. In the Wesleyan Class of »59 

it was .16 (ÎJ = 185, p<..05) and also in a random sample of the Class of »55 it 

was .16. Obviously the relationship is so small that although significant it 

is of very little general importance or use. It could be increased by taking 

the popularity of the risk item into account before deciding to score it posi- 
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UvnlY -r rot, ^ut such a procedure v,ou!d be exceedingly laborious since the 

Popularity noms" vouM necessarily be different for each ite- and ou,'ht to 

b<» based on a large rucher of different samples of subjects That is, each 

hie 'in« test vis adr ini stereo, the favorabilitv score for each it err. in the 

kr.r vould have to be deter*.ined before it could be decided vtether it vas to 

b * included in the total score or not. Consequently arv itte.-ept to derive a 

score itr.o atror^ vocational jntcrc't Test vaic.i voulu be a reasonably good 

nachme scored" S’lbstatute for the n ichievement score vou'd orobably be ~ore 

troub1 c thar to obtain the n achieverr.ert score itself in the usual way* 

•i final ratter of interest has <:o do vith the rear scores of subjects with 

high and lov. n ichieverent on the U Strong Vocational .'cales for the entire In¬ 

terest Hark, These were computed for the lesleyan Class of ic*;«; and 11 occupa¬ 

tions vere selected for v.hich the t value of the difference betveen the means of 

tie "hiphs" and the "lows" v/as greater than 1. These 11 occupations were checked 

a'air for the Class of *59 and out of them, all only two aorroached significance 

on sof- tests. These were the Farmer scale and the Vocational agricultural 

Teacher scale, both tarping somewhat the sane items. !,o particular significance 

is attached to this result partly because it might have arisen by chance and 

partly because the chance score on the Strong Blank tends to be high on the Far- 

mer scale. nf more importance is the fact that several of the occupational in¬ 

terest scales such as Heal Estate Salesman and Production llanager which might 

be supposed to be related to n Achievement on the basis of ite-. differences did 

nat shov; any such relationship for the total scales. 
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Discussion 

There is ne evidence ir the data to support the hypothesis that subjects 

vith high n ichievemcnt sill tend to iike better all popular or prestigefU 

cccuiations. The first poirt against this hypothesis is that the control itea« 

Chou no relationship to n Aehievensnt score. It say be objected that these oc¬ 

cupation, are too cdocollaneous and do not represent occupions considered by 

teople in general to represen', high achieves,»*. But a,u obJectior ^ fc8 

set in two ways. First, one car consider only these occupations uhich on var. 

ions Independent studios of occupation* prestige have be» consistently judged 

i0 b:! °f hi£h r“k (1’ 2)' the -iginal exploration of all Strong itens for 

croup l, a number of these, such as £l2siçian, professor, and ^ of- 

^ n0 Vences at all on the n Achievement wlaU“ 

.m fed., ¿¡Etciffl ar d colley gofesag actually shoued trends in the reverse 

erection U-e-, uitl the subjects of lou „ Achievement favoring them „„re). 

-ISaS£ 13 ^ 5”'h ^ pre5tl"e “-•«»»««« -d in the five group, tested 

in the present study the „highs" favored it .('55 „„re on the average tí an the 

lows, a difference which is only slightly and insignificantly higher than the 

avenge for all the contro] iWs ' ML) .. 
xoj nesu ,.u(j4;e Ko c.narge of any size appears if the 

comparison ns «de when popularity of the item is relatively high or lew. In 

the second place, on,, can consider the favorability toward the item by Stag's 

r orntitive gr,up of öen-in^neral as a measure of the prestige of the item and 

compare the preference for stiongly favored occupations with less favored occu- 

P ns (see fable 1,. On tons basis, too, there is no evidence that the sub¬ 

jects with high n Achievement prefer more the highly liked occupations. The 

average difference in preference of the “highs" over the "lows" for the eight 

"high prestige" (.95 and up) occupations for the 38 available comparisons is 



...77, • or the 11 J.ov prestige1 occupationc for 5T comparisons it is ,C79, 

finally, against ' ne hynothesis is the finding that as far as tne finan¬ 

cial risk items are concerned it is onlj when they are relatively ; npotular 

tiat the greater preference of the subjsets with high -hievement appears 

...i the öota. In other words it is only when general frestiçe of 'ho ccevpa- 

'.u-ns as at a low obi (to tiv; extent that this is indicated by lik nc ior then) 

tnat motivation has £ signif .cant influence or preference for these occupations. 

th' other hard> the ^ dt' support the hypoth-si t'nat hi h n Achieve, 

rert tands to p-ed.isp,oue pecóle to favor s. limited set of occupations ssscciat- 

ca with risk or with entrepreneurial activity, provide? + e type of rick and 

level of popularity <f the iten are. taken into account iho best way to intor- 

fret tin findings seems to bs to consider the subject-: task in st.tin^ his pre- 

1erereas for various occupations as a problem in perception, or at leaet apper¬ 

ception from nis point of dew ho is confrontad with a rumbar of fairly am- 

cigucur. occupational titles mi must decide whether he likes each one or not. 

rbvicuuly the titles have a certain meaning which nay rot bo accurate aid which 

may not be the same from subject to subject or more li) ely from one gnup of sub- 

jectr to another. The subject 's preference should so® how be the -esu'.tant of 

i..)? ;ntraction of the ’’mean mg" cf the occupâtj.on--ho\ he ’’appercaives" it— 

v.ith hio motivation for the activities he thinks it represents. Considering 

the problem in this ray helps to explain a number of tie results obtained. To 

begin th, it may e:rp.La:n why there was no relationship between n Achievement 

sne the total Strong Vocational Interest scales. That is, the total score on 

a giran Strong scale is nade up of answers to 4<T different items which involve 

an unknown number of perceptual dimensions. If we assume for the moment that 

:i : iS tke "riSk' d^aensÃ-on of an item which attracts people of high n Achievement 



to it, it could readily be understood v.hy this dimension could get lost in be¬ 

ing mixed in with a great many others in obtaining the total scale score. In 

^hort. the scale score does not represent a unidimensional or at least a simple 

perceptual problem for the subject which is capable of >eing resolved in a con¬ 

sistent way by a motivational bias. 

jut if risk is tie Ciirension oí the items which retracts subjects with 

h .gh n achievement, why don't all the items on the otro 15 which involve risk 

show a relationship to high r. Achievement? Several cle irly do not. For exan.pl2, 

i..em3 wnich dea.! with risks ;.n making wg.ge.rs (Nc, 399) >r playing poker (Ko, 145). 

or working for one’s seif in a small business compared dth working in a large 

corporation (No, 33¾) show no relationship to n Achievenent. The apparent dif¬ 

ficulty rises in two different connections. Certain occupations judged to be 

financially risky ve0g,, building contractor and inventor) are not related to 

n Achievement nor are certain ether occupations (e,g., auto or life insurance 

£~:Le2ï§!?.> manufacturer, wholesaler) which might just as legitimately be consid¬ 

erad a part of the entrepreneurial role as the actus’ o:cuoations i icluded in 

the empirical scoring key derived from Group 1. To try and understand what is 

going on here, let us look a little more closely at this last example. On a 

Priqri grounds one can break the business entrepreneurial role into four major 

functions: 1) purchasing the materials that go into the product, 2) obtaining 

capital to get the enterprise going, 3) seeing that thr; puroduct is manufactured, 

and L) selling the product. Obviously not every entrepreneurial job involves 

all of these four functions because they may be split u> among different indi¬ 

viduals, but they define the entrepreneurial role in the structural sense. Mow 

it happens that the five items discovered to differentiate significantly between 

the high and low n Achievement subjects in Group 1 fall neatly inte these four 

categories. Buyer of merchandise is clearly in category 1, stockbroker in cate- 



Eoiy 2, aaâuçtion rnnajgr ln cate^ry 3, and adyertlaar and real estate jales, 

ran in category 4. It was ion this reason and not Just because of Ihe empiri¬ 

cal findings that special attention wan devotee to these five items Mow the 

problem to clear up is why these items which fit the entrepreneurial role de- 

■inltion so nicely showed n Achievement differences whereas certain other items 

did not which also mint fit that definition, The explanation wo, is appear to 

he that those >ther items have connotations which somehow conflict with the as, 

pects of the entrepreneurial role liked by subjects with high n Achievement. 

■hat is, subjects must perceive buUding contractor dificrently fron buyer of 

jierchandise although both have bees classified by outside judges as involving 

mancial risk. Or simiarly, manufacturer must have different connotations 

•or them than goduotlon macj^er, or making wagers free racing autos. In other 

words, there are potentially a large number of items whies might theoretically 

he considered part of the entrepreneurial role or as involving risk, but only 

empirical research will show which ones are sensitive to motivational difference 

"hose which do not reflect motivational differences must be assumed to carry con 

notations which override or conflict with those perceptual aspects reacted to 

aifferentially by the subjects with high and lew n Achievement. 

The importance ol the perceptual dimensions of the items is nowhere more 

vividly Illustrated than in the effect of overall attitudes towarc an item on 

ts discriminating power between subjects with high and low n Achievement. Here, 

an other words, we have an example of the same it« being differently perceived 

on two occasions by different groups of subjects. To take a concrete example, 

v«I«: of merchandise is highly- disliked by the German students but highly likec 

by the Aetna salesmen. Obviously the connotations of this occupations must be 

quite different in Germany from what they are in life insurance circles in the 

H.S. It is only when the general attitude toward the entrepreneurial role occu- 
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PatiünS iS Unra'orab3fí (âVtír^Q ’ when 1 « indifferent) that the entrepren- 

eariai role or financial risk itenrn are significantly mors favored bv the sub- 

jects with high n Achievement. On the other hand, it is only when the general 

favorableness is high (average , 1 32) that the ego and physical risk items ' 

a-e more favored by the -highs". Ibat explains this difference? Any explanation 

will have to be ad hoc because the difference for tie tvo types of riel: occupa- 

tl0ns vas not Prsdicted ^ theoretical grounds, but one c,n be found vhich fits 

il pretty well with s. general analysis of the behavior of sntreoreneuro carried 

oot elsewhere (.3), Ti.ere it is argued that those situatione are n-ef.vrec by ent 

preneurs (and presumably also by subjects with high n Achievement) which have tie 

following essential characteristics: outcome largely dependent on personal skill 

aid effort, some degree of risk, and measurability of results. Business occupa- 

tiens such as bi^er of merchandise, advertiser, and far.torjr manage' have all of 

tiese characteristics to a considerable extent. In each case success, which can 

b? measured in dollars and cents, is dependent on personal decisions and personal 

effort and there is- a considerable possibility of failure ff the w-ong decisions 

are nade or not enough effort is emended0 Vher the general attitude toward such 

occupations is unfavorable, the "highs" may continue to prefer then bicause of 

these (to them) attractive features. bn the other hand, the physical and ego 

risk occupations do not have these characteristics to quite the sane extent. For 

example, the politician or scientist is dependent on his out efforts, lie Us 

knowxedge of results, and he takes ^considerable risk, but factors of luck or cir. 

cumstances beyond the individual's control may be perceived to play a larger 

part in such occupations. A politician may be defeated by a "whim" of the elec¬ 

torate no matter how hard he works; a scientist may spend his entire life work¬ 

ing hard but pursuing the wrong clue: an auto racer may be side-swiped, an ex- 
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plorar defeated by a f-eak in the ’-eather. It may be just as true objectively 

'hat a bus ir esc man :riay be bankrupted by circumstances beyond his control, but 

the point being mace here is that perhaps this is not erceived to be as true 

of hi a ai it is of the others. In any case, it is emp rical y true (ase Table 2) 

that the preference of the "hieJis” fer the financial sk ocmp.itions, rc-mrd- 

isc-s of popularity, is h.;(12?) than for the ego , nd jhrsical ri::/ ocovp?- 

ticn ( ,(97), If this argiiment is correct, if the ‘hiphs” ml .y reler the 

CSC r¡r¡rj physical risk occupations somewhat less, then < ne ca ! anderstand vhy 

srch a scal.ur faverab"e bias shoujd e.ppear only when "here is a generally fav. 

orabie attitude toward these occupations . 

TV, put the matter ir. an historical ccntext may he i p qx¡> .iin it. Cn the 

hieji of tlese data, one cou d argue that high n Achie ement oaented firct ir. 

•c.-a last to attract, individuals to business enterprise which van relatively ur- 

P>PU. ar <?3 a way of life compared with being attached o the church, the land, 

c“ the army. Tier, as business enterprise became populrr noro yeoolo with lovr 

n \ciievemenc might have been attracted tc it for prestige r<»isons rather thir 

Í >r the characteristic;: of risk, measurability of results, and personal renpor- 

sibility which voul.d be especially attractive to the "l ighs" So popularity 

vnld terd to wipe out the initial differential betweei the ,;high¿ and "lows" 

t' drawing in more "levs". On the other hand, high n chievnment would also 

o:eratc to attract individuals to a somev.'hat lesser extent t« exploration, poll- 

t-.cs, and the like which bad acme of the same characteristics as business e-nte.*- 

p:‘i3e; but not in sufficient strength to attract the "highs" more than the ''Iciis'1 

i ’ the occupations were generally unpopular. If, however, the prestige of the¡e 

occupations increases, then the "highs" would be relatively :-ore attracted, per¬ 

haps because public support tends to remove those aspects of these occupations 

which had nade them less attractive in the first place. For example, an unsuc- 
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cîssful politician or explorer is really nobody if there is no public support 

for these occupations: so the "circumstances beyond one’s personal control" 

mfiy loom particularly large in discouraging "highs" from entering these occu¬ 

pations when th'iy are unpopular. If, however, public support is strong, the 

unsuccessful politician or explorer may still measure his success by the es- 

taem he is awaried for trying or for contributing his bit to some total enter¬ 

prise, Mile sich an interpretation is highly speculative and admittedly 

forced by what -aay turn out to be a result peculiar to the particular groups 

o: subjects used in this research, it has the merit of stressing the fact that 

popularity or prestige of an occupation will act to change its apporceived char¬ 

acteristics and as these characteristics change, so will its attractiveness to 

subjects at different motivational levels. 

It should be stressed again that the present study has been interpreted 

au one in vocational perception or apperception rather than in vocational choice 

or vocational adjustment. It has little or nothing to say about wliat occupa¬ 

tions subjects with high n Achievement will actually enter or which ones they 

will do well in. All it does is show that high achievement motivation biases 

subjects in favor of certain risky or entrepreneurial occupations provided the 

general level of favorableness toward those occupations is taken into account. 

Summary and Conclusions 

The present study was designed to test the hypothesis that subjects with 

high n Achievement would be biased in favor of certain occupations, particular¬ 

ly those involving risk or entrepreneurial activity. Freferences for occupa¬ 

tions from the Strong Vocational Interest Blank were determined for groups of 

subjects with high and low n Achievement drawn from six different populations 
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(three groups of college freshmen, a group of American high school students, 

" group of German secondary school students, and a group of life insurance sales¬ 

men) , In general the subjects with high n Achievement preferred occupations in¬ 

volving financial risk more than subjects v/ith low n Achievement provided the 

' ene*al attitude toward these items in the group vas infs vor able, ard preferred 

«go and physical risk occupations more, provided the g anira? attitude in the 

Íroup toward, these items was favorable. For a group o' iivc items defining the 

'entrepreneurial role” selected both or. the basis of empirical and theoretical 

considerations the results were found to be substantially the same as for the 

financial risk occup?\tions „ There was no evidence supooroirg an alternative 

typouhesis that subjects with high n Achievement would prefer occupations 

cf highest prestige in the society. The results are i itcx-preted as reflecting 

- perceptual process in which the motivation of the subject interacts v/ith the 

meaning of the occupational title to produce preference responses. 

o 
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